A Bushel And A Peck

Frank Loesser
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I love you A Bushel And A Peck A Bushel And A Peck and a
D love you A Bushel And A Peck A Bushel And A Peck thro' you

hug a-round the neck Hug a-round the neck and a bar-rel and a heap
make my heart aa wreck Make my heart a wreck and you make my life a mess
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Bar-rel and a heap and I'm talk-in' in my sleep a-bout you a-bout you 'Cause
Make my life a mess yes a mess of hap-pi-ness a-bout
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I love you A Bushel And A Peck cy'

bet your pur-ty neck I do Doodle oodle Doodle doo·dle oo·dle oo·dle
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doodle oodle oodle oo.